SHIPPING CERTIFICATION

SUBJECT: SHIPPER : 
FEEDER VESSEL : 
MOTHER VESSEL : 
DESTINATION : 
CONTAINER NO. & SEAL NO. : 
BL NO. : OOLU

This is to certify:

That the above mentioned shipment was effected and loaded to seaworthy per liner feeder vessel _______ (from _____ to _____) with connecting _________ voyage on a ___x___ Container.

That the carrying vessel is a conference/regular line vessel.
That the age of carrying vessel does not exceed 15 years.
That the owners or operators of the carrying vessel, hold the ISM Code document of compliance, current at the time of loading of cargo.
That the shipment is effected in regular/conference line vessel not over 25 years of age covered by institute classification clause and the vessel is permitted to enter Arabian Ports.

That certificate is issued upon the request of the shipper for whatever legal purpose(s) it may serve them.

OUTBOUND CUSTOMER SERVICE
OOCL PHILIPPINES INC.